“[…]With Tanja Vujinović’s current sound installation (co-produced by Zavod B-51
and Zavod Exstat), sound art, which has been presented in Kapelica Gallery for many
years, became an integral part of the Ex Ponto Festival. Recently the Gallery also
garnered great praise from those knowledgeable about the field as well as from the
audience and organizers at the prestigious Ars Electronica Festival for part of its
program on contemporary sound art from various sources.
One proof that the artists who have presented their works for many years in the
framework of the mentioned gallery are connected to contemporary sound art and
trends regarding this type of art not only in Europe, but also more widely, is the
current installation "Supermono 2/3”, which is divided into three central parts, each
by itself forming a fragile sound system of subtle noise and synthetic sounds. These
connect us to the infantile world of children, to the world of moving toys, and all the
surrounding sounds that motivate us to interact; and in the vice of modern technology
they emit their own sounds or operate as a modular sign of our movements, touches,
and echoes. In another area we encounter an intertwining of the video- and audiosignals, which, amplified and modularized, reach out to us from small mono-bodies.
Each part of the installation makes us a part of its own world of small sounds and
noise, while at the same time it embraces us in the central area in a gentle and delicate
cacophony of sound, which at its core wonderfully validates the title of the cycle:
‘Discreet Events in Noisy Domains’, and in a special manner unveils the beauty,
playfulness, and sparkle of ‘noisy domains’, opens them up, and on the level of
interaction and the participation of the visitors, offers to each of them their own sound
sphere, which is presented to them coated in a soft, enticing plushness. […]”
Luka Zagoričnik, Svet malih zvokov in šumov [A World of Little Sounds and Noises],
Delo, Ljubljana, 26.9.2008

